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Volume 2 NOW available on CD Baby. A unique fusion of jazz, R&B, and Rock. This CD is a timeless

piece of work featuring earth-shattering riffs and soothing tones. She sounds like a finely tuned

instrument. 5 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Soul, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: ******ALL

SONGS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ARTISTS AND PRODUCERS LOOKING FOR MATERIAL. CONTACT

EMKEN ENTERTAINMENT FOR MORE INFO********* (404)392-7725 More than just a Song, More than

just a Voice, More than just Music!!! "Soulful! Sultry! Soothing! Scintillating! No voice has ever sounded so

pure . . .She is just awesome!" She sings about realities of life. Her voice is dazzling and exceptional. The

words she creates are paintings of emotion. Without a doubt, JASZ IS the "The Songbird of the South!!!"

She truly hails as the best soul artist to surface since the early days of Motown, a woman of exceptional

elegance and style! She is a singer, songwriter, and entertainer. JASZ is a name no one will soon forget.

With an astounding stage presence and a moving voice, JASZ auditioned for a local group and instantly

became the lead singer for "High Energy." She would then go on to perform with the Cosby Kids during

the Martin Luther King Fest in Atlanta, become a Star Search winner and appear in many television and

voiceover commercials. JASZ was the opening act for James Brown and Little Richard during the 1991

Georgia Festival in Atlanta and also opened for Aretha Franklin during her concert series in Chicago,

Illinois. In September 1992, JASZ signed a recording contract with "Motown Records" as lead singer for

the group "On Edge." However, due to a management change and contractual differences, JASZ's

attorney requested Motown release her from the deal. Motown complied and JASZ went on to work with

Teddy Riley's Interscope Records singing with the group "8th Avenue." JASZ has worked with the likes of

Usher Raymond, Damien Dame, Teddy Riley, Scarface, Dewayne Wiggins (Tone, Toni, Tony), Organized

Noise, Teddy Bishop, Sam Sneed (Death Row Records), Emanuel Seal and Mark Bass (So So Def) and
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Liquid Beats. JASZ's CD entitled "Yello Bag" Vol 1 is an awesome production of original songs written by

JASZ. Her style is a unique fusion of Jazz, R&B and Rock, with an influence of Gospel. This CD is a

timeless piece of work featuring earth-shattering riffs and soothing tones. She sounds like a finely tuned

instrument. Many people try to compare a new artist to someone who has come before. With JASZ, there

is comparison!!! Listening to songs like "Wild Child" and "Feelin' Me," there is no denying that JASZ is a

storyteller for the new millennium!!!!!!!! JASZ is what the music industry needs . . . Someone who can

really sing!!! ******ALL SONGS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ARTISTS AND PRODUCERS LOOKING FOR

MATERIAL. CONTACT EMKEN ENTERTAINMENT FOR MORE INFO********* (404)392-7725
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